Image Presentation & Storage

PSS Image Storage Server is an image server for “real-time” and forensic investigations.

Storing up to 180 days of data in its base configuration, the PSS Image Storage Server is an optimized system built to meet the demands of the image exploitation analyst. Supporting up to 30 continuous users, the system not only serves up images, but also retains historical information about investigations and audit data to review analysts work.

Other embedded services can be provided including: PSS Locate, map server, GIS information, incident-based information tracks, imagery, and records.

Features:

PSS 200 Terabyte Portable Disk Array
- 100 Enterprise Class Hard Drives
- Up to 180 Days of Storage
- Raid 6 Dual Failure Protection
- Easily Expandable
- Up to 10 GBps Interface
- Integrated Image Server

Integrated Image Presentation Server
- Up to 30 Simultaneous Analyst Sessions
- PSS Integration Data Base Server
  - Incident Based Information Tracks
  - Imagery, Tracks
- PSS Locate Server
- Map Server
  - GIS Information
  - Commercial Imagery
  - Shape Files